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Opening and closing of inlets
Our standard inlets are spring-opened which means that without force on the main cable they will open 

automatically. The air inlets are connected to a main cable which can be pulled by a motor winch or actuator. In 

a normal situation, when pulling on the main cable the inlets are closing. The spring or end weight at the other 

end of the main cable makes sure the main cable is held straight and in place.

Self-closing inlets and delayed opening
A major part of our program can also be produced as a self-closing air inlet. In this scenario the opening and closing 

works the opposite way. The pulley units have to be installed on the bottom flange and the central plastic control 

arm needs to guide the nylon cord downwards. The main cable has to be mounted underneath the inlets. With this 

set-up a system of delayed opening can be made, meaning that by adjusting the angle of the central control arm 

you can determine how early or late an inlet opens compared to another on the same line.

Making adjustments
By using the nylon bolt and nut small adjustments can be made to make sure all inlets are closing and opening correctly. The nylon cable clamp and cord can also be used to make 

small adjustments.

Working with springs or end-weights
At the opposite end on the main cable of where the motor winch or actuator is located there are two options to choose from: an end-weight which can be filled with concrete or 

sand, or a spring that holds tension on the cable.

Balanced set-up
When placing the motor winch or actuator we normally suggest to divide the inlets in two groups. It is often preferable to place the motor winch or actuator in the middle to 

equally split the forces that are exerted upon the inlets and winch.

Use of closing catches
The closing catch on the inlet can be used to permanently close inlets for example during pre-heating. The closing catches can also be used to close certain inlets while continuing to 

use others therefore offering the opportunity to open the inlets which are in use a bit further. In colder climates this can help to offer better resistance to freezing effects.
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Mounting points

Mounting type Wall

Mounting hole size 1130 mm x 340 mm

MOUNTING 400
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TPI-204c  Connection set

TPI-307  Closing catch

TPI-421  Pulley unit

TPI-119  Wire mesh

ACCESSORIES 

Model  10 Pa 20 Pa 40 Pa

Ventum  3480  4900  6950 

CAPACITY

Capacity in m3/hour at static pressure of:

Run  47 cm / 18.5 inch

Force  3 kg / 29.4 Newton

Number / pallet (1.30 x 1.00 x 2.60 m)  48

Weight / per inlet 5,2 kg / 11 Lbs

Volume / per box 24
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The Ventum is developed to make our unique air inlet

features and technologies available for American

building and ventilation concepts. The dimensions of

the Ventum are more universal making it easily usable

in renovation projects where existing inlets need

replacement. This inlet is suitable mostly for poultry

houses since the curved inner valve helps to guide air

downwards to the birds during maximum ventilation.

The valve and frame of this inlet is equipped with wear

resistant stripping all around to prevent air leakage

and the curved inner corners of the frame help to

optimize air intake. Our unique polyurethane formula

and the use of air seals assures optimum insulation

making the inlet ideal for extremely low temperatures.


